
Wonderful luxurious villa for sale in Formentera

Price: 2.390.000 €

GENERAL INFORMATION

Category: Villas, Luxury Houses
Location: El Mirador Area: Formentera
N. Bedroom: 4 N. Bathroom: 4
M2 Property: 2000 M2 Inside: 250m2

DESCRIPTION

Indulge in the epitome of luxury at this recently renovated gem nestled near the breathtaking Cala
Saona beach. A four-bedroom haven with an equal number of modern bathrooms ensures that
every guest enjoys the utmost comfort and privacy.

At the heart of this architectural masterpiece lies a spacious living room, adorned with an imposing
fireplace exuding warmth and charm. An open-concept kitchen, perfect for culinary delights and
convivial moments, graces one side. Step outside to discover the treasures of this property—a vast
southern terrace bathed in sunlight, offering an ideal sanctuary to relax and breathe in the fresh
Mediterranean air. On the northern side, a charming Chillout space awaits in the garden, sheltered
by pine trees, transforming into an oasis of serenity for unforgettable moments.

For the little ones, an additional casita with two bunk beds ensures every family member finds their
perfect spot in this paradise.

Occupying 250 square meters, with 195 dedicated to the interior complemented by embracing
terraces, this property is strategically located near Cala Saona beach. Immerse yourself in the
crystal-clear waters and golden sands daily, or choose to stay and relish the seamless fusion of
comfort, design, and natural surroundings.

Every corner reflects dedication and attention to detail, creating a dream retreat where elegance
and comfort harmonize with the paradisiacal setting of Ibiza. Seize the opportunity to experience
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the magic of this spectacular abode—a promise of an adventure filled with luxury and relaxation.
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